The MIT Hobby Shop will open new offices in the armory. New locations will include the use of the equipment but not the cost of materials which must be supplied by the student. Formerly the Hobby Shop was located in the basement of building 5, room 601.

**WORDS: THEIR CAUSE AND CURE**

Today let us take up the subject of etymology (or entomology, if you prefer, woodwrl, and me). Formerly the Hobby Shop was located in the basement of building 5, room 601.

**CLASSIFIED ADS**

- **1942 LAMBERTTE 1125** in excellent condition with new windshield. Privately owned by Carriage Tech student. Inquire - Campus Camera near MIT. Call 411-2400 or Mr. Slavin.
- **TINSANJAM** - Bird-eye maple with elevated, wrench, and milled key (excellent condition). Call 711-2551.
- **1940 CADILLAC for sale, in fair condition. Best offer accepted. Call 8-47776 for advertisement.
- **1940 to 1943. Did you see TV Bandstand's TOMMY SCOTT and his motor home? Answer for when and where, MIT ext. 48448.
- **MUSIAC SACRIFICE** - You 95 OS. Well maintained, repaired, equipped, excellent value. Response opens - must call. EE 4-4747.
- **WANTED:** collaborator; Topic: recalibration; Sale price: $750. Contact: VERGE, Frances Canner, 319 W. Memorial Rd., Cambridge, Mass. 02139.

**FOLK SPOTLIGHT**

Three hours of folk music and interviews with Dave Wilson, Thursday at 7 P.M.

**WTBS**

88.1 FM. MC FM 640 KC AM

**C fly Camera Special This Week**

- **New Bolex 8mm Electric Eye Turret Camera** fully guaranteed, last year's model. Was $149.95 NOW $87.95
- **Cameras and Photo Supplies, Binoculars, Tape Recorders.**
- **All Major Brands — Lowest Prices Anywhere**

**WOLF & SMITH PHOTO SUPPLY & DRUG CO.**

907 Main St., cor. Mass. Ave., Cambridge

TR 6-3210

**Does a man really take unfair advantage of women when he uses Men's Skin Bracer?**

All depends on why he uses it. Most men simply think Marlboro-leaf Skin Bracer is the best after-shave lotion around. Because it goes on rather than by itself. Because it helps heal shaving nicks and scratches. Because it helps improve their complexion. So who can blame them if Bracer's crisp, long-lasting aroma just happens to affect women so remarkably?

Of course, some men may use Men's Skin Bracer because of this effect. How intelligent!